Willington Neighbourhood Plan
Meeting Minutes on Wednesday 11th October 2017, 8pm at The Crown
Attendees: Ginny, Joe, Alan
Apologies: Rick, Nathalie
1. The Crown – Asset of Community Value (Nathalie)
Nathalie to speak to Jay to find out if the pub regulars are still interested in
being involved in the asset of community value process.

Nathalie

2. Update on Housing Needs Survey (Alan)
Housing surveys other than Barford Road have now been delivered.

Rick

Latest update from BRCC is that 89 from 319 households (28%) have
responded with 2 weeks of the survey response time remaining. This is
already higher than typically received from these surveys (25%)
Agreed to have a stall at the market (14th October) where forms can be
handed out to anyone who hasn’t already filled in and returned a form.

Joe

3. Green Infrastructure Plan (Ginny)

Alan has raised the grant request and will chase up.

Alan

Ginny agreed to lead this initiative and would explore the engagement
requirements before we commence.

Ginny

Ginny has made contact with BRCC and provisional start date is 22nd
November 2017.

Ginny

When the grant is obtained the GIP will need to be completed by the end of
March 2018 to comply with the grant funding terms.
Alan advised the group that government funding for NDP groups ends in
March 2018 and there are no current plans for grants to be made available
beyond this point.

4. Group Engagement – (Joe)
Ginny has produced a brief document outlining the outcomes of the initial
survey to assist with the group engagement process.
Group engagement has been slow due to work commitments and holidays
but that a push to get things moving would take place during the autumn.
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5. Engagement with site owners – (Alan)

Alan to develop the questionnaire for issue to all owners of submitted sites.

Alan

Joe has done some work on the questions and will forward this to Alan

Joe

6. Questionnaire
Joe has shared the results of the Northill NDP survey. The group agreed that
we would all have a look at this and see if there are any elements from this
survey that we can incorporate into the Willington survey.

ALL

7. Additional group members
Rachel Chico in Grange Way has expressed an interest in joining the group
and has a friend who may also want to join the group – Alan to extend and
invite to join the next meeting
8. Any other business
Villager Magazine – Ginny to produce an update when there is news to
share.

Alan

Ginny

Parish Council Funding – Alan has confirmed that £500 is set aside in the
parish budget for NDP this financial year.
Facebook Group – It was agreed to post some updated on what’s coming up ALL
on the Facebook group. These would include:
•
•
•

Summary of work to date
What’s coming up
Continuation of the favourite photo competition

Planning Consultant engagement – group to start considering the need for
a planning consultant for the final stages of the plan

ALL

The revised programme was discussed and whilst there might need to be
some flexibility on timings for some elements (such as the Green
Infrastructure Plan and Main Questionnaire) the overall aim remains to be
in a position to hold the referendum on the final NDP plan in spring/summer
of 2018
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9 NEXT MEETING: WEDNESDAY 8th November 2017, 8pm @ The Crown

